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JARS OF CLAY DEBUTS MUSIC VIDEO FOR HIT SINGLE
“TWO HANDS”TODAY ON YAHOO.COM
Music Video Includes Footage From the Band’s Blood:Water Mission Trip to Africa
(Nashville, Tenn.) June 23, 2009 – The multi-Platinum and three-time GRAMMY Award-winning
band Jars of Clay premiered its “Two Hands” music video yesterday on Yahoo.com. The video
showcases Jars of Clay’s engaging delivery of the hit single interspersed with footage of the band on a
recent trip to Africa in support of its Blood:Water Mission. The “Two Hands” music video was
directed by Eric Welch and produced by Tameron Hedge. “Two Hands” is currently at No. 8 on the
AC Indicator chart, No. 9 on the AC Monitored chart, and No. 10 on the CHR chart.
To view the video, please visit: http://new.music.yahoo.com/videos/Jars-Of-Clay--217246091.
About Jars of Clay
Jars of Clay launched its breakout career with its multi-format hit, “Flood,” in 1995. Since then, it’s
amassed more than six million in career sales (5 -Gold, 2 Platinum and 1 double Platinum
certification), 3 GRAMMY Awards (from 7 nominations), an American Music Award nod, 17 No. 1
radio hits, and numerous film credits and BMI honors for songwriting and performing. Jars of Clay
recently wrapped its “Two Hands Tour”, which was an outing that hit 23 cities coast-to-coast. See
www.jarsofclay.com for upcoming festival dates and tour information.
While celebrated for its music and writing, Jars of Clay is most concerned with the needs in Africa.
Compelled to make a difference, members Dan Haseltine, Stephen Mason, Matt Odmark and Charlie
Lowell founded the Blood:Water Mission in early 2002. The first effort of this non-profit was the
“1000 Wells Project” with a goal of raising funds to build, rebuild and repair 1000 wells in urban and
rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa. This year Jars of Clay will celebrate the building of the 1000th well
which will help bring clean water to more than 150,000 people. (www.bloodwatermission.com)
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